The BLOCK Fest®

Canvas
Storge &
Carrying Bags

Block
Information
on Banners and
A-Frames

23 BAGS

Exhibit Package includes:

Preserve your exhibit with these
durable custom made canvas
bags to store and transport the
exhibit components;
blue in color.
Includes BLOCK Fest® logo;
customizable to add your
organization’s logo.

5 VERTICAL
5 A-FRAMES
1 OUTDOOR
BANNER

Vertical customized colorful signage
to welcome participants,
explain block play,
discover the parents role, and
identify math in block play.
Five vibrant A-frame signs provide
a detailed description
of each block type
in English on one side
and Spanish on the other.
Customizable to add your organization logo.

Wood
Unit
Blocks

193 PIECES

Colored
See-Thru
Blocks

21 PIECES

Precision-made, straight-grained, kiln dried,
hardwood blocks with sanded, beveled edges.
Unit block standard size is 13/8" x 2¾" x 5½";
all others are multiples or divisions of this size.

Crafted of hardwood with an acrylic panel in
red, yellow, or blue and scaled in size to unit
blocks. (Figure not included)
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Soft
Big
Blocks

64 PIECES

Soft and
Still
Blocks

136 PIECES

Giant
Constructive
Blocks

72 PIECES

Cubical
Counting
Blocks

500 PIECES

Pattern and
Activity Cards
for Cubical
Blocks

32 PIECES

Structural
Planks

800 PIECES

Lock & Roll
Storage
Tubs

6 TUBS
6 LIDS

Clear
Tough
Totes

14 TOTES
14 LIDS

Soft, lightweight, jumbo blocks made of
dense, non-toxic foam, in colorful, geometric
shapes, 4" thick. Largest block is 22".

These colored, lightweight, dense foam
blocks, in 10 shapes, sizes 1½" to 6¼".

Sturdy, durable indoor hollow blocks, printed
to resemble red bricks, made of heavy
carton stock. Each block is 12" x 6" x 4".

Wooden, wax-finished 1" cubes with rounded
edges in nine non-toxic colors.

This series of 32 activity cards begins with
easier tasks of using the cubes to make
shapes and patterns and progress to building
shape towers and simple computations.
Sturdy cardstock cards are 8¾" x 5½".

Identical wooden building pieces
(45/8" x 7/8" x 5/16")

Plastic tubs with 4 rolling built-in wheels
and locking lid used to house the small foam
blocks. Each tub is 14" x 11" x 8½".

Strong polypropylene totes with
snug lids and carrying lid to use
both for storage and display of the
unit cubes and wooden planks.
Measures 11¼" x 7¾" x 5¼".
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Large
Storage
Tubs
Resin
Wicker
Hampers
Floor
Mats
Storage
Chests

Aprons

3 BINS
3 LIDS

3 HAMPERS

104 PIECES

2 CHESTS

6 APRONS

Parent
Handbooks

25 BOOKS

Tablecloth

1 PIECE

Swiffer Wet

30 gallon storage tubs
to store large foam
blocks during your
event.
Collapsible fabric hampers (for brick block station);
hampers ”pop” open.

Create five 20 sq. foot block stations
using these easy-to-clean 2' x 2'
anti-fatigue foam floor mats.
This custom made wooden chest is a
"toy box on wheels”
to conveniently house and transport
the unit blocks.

Bright green aprons with BLOCK Fest® logo
embroidered on the bib;
large front pockets, 27” long.

'Playing and Learning with BLOCKS!' handbook;
12 easy-to-clean laminated pages (8.5" x 5.5")
arranged in an English and Spanish combination.

Blue, 90" x 132", with BLOCK Fest® logo.
Using the Swiffer Wet cleaning cloths
help to ensure longevity for the floor
mats. The included Starter Kit contains
1 sweeper, 3 wet mopping cloths, and
7 dry sweeping cloths.

1 KIT

We recommend cleaning the mats with the Swiffer Wet before and after an event.
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Host Training

TRAINED HOSTS
PER EXHIBIT

Exhibit
Blueprint

1
BLUEPRINT
BINDER

Completion of the BLOCK Fest® Host Training provides
BLOCK Fest® information and implementation, as well
as access to the BLOCK Fest® Host site resources and
printable materials.
Each BLOCK Fest® exhibit purchase is initiated by
requesting an Exhibt Blueprint and
signing a Sublicense Agreement providing rights to
BLOCK Fest® intellecutal property.
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